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frAMeD

AiLAn

The protagonist, is a little man of plasticine, those used in 
the animated film to make entertainment films. But he has 
a profound soul and a strong critical spirit: he rebels against 
his condition. In an interrogation room in an anonymous po-
lice district, Fk came to look for the freedom that every living 
being needs: that of choosing one’s destiny.

Although the world speaks of freedom, the ALAN KURDISH 
who has a year will find his freedom in the waves of the sea.

sHORt aNIMatION

Director: Marco Jemolo
Country: Italia
Duration: 7m Fk

Director: ubrail Abubaker  Rahman
Country: Iraq
Duration: 4,32s

PreView 

FINaLIsts
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tHe sonG of swAY LAKe

rossotreVi- twiCe in HistorY

USA The music collector Ollie Sway recruits his only friend, 
a bizarre Russian tramp, to help him steal a record from his 
family’s estate.

It is the official Trailer of the docufilm about 10 years of per-
formance and provocations by Graziano Cecchini Rosso 
Trevi, from Rossotrevi 2007 to Rossotrevi 2017! Directed by 
Marco Gallo, videomaker Marco Gallo, who has embarked 
on this very long journey lasting 6 years! With the interviews 
of Manuela Baldi to the Futurist artist and the special con-
tributions of Maurizio Costan- zo, Oliviero Toscani, Vittorio 
Sgarbi, Carmelo Sardo, Cesara Buonamici and Maurizio 
Battista.

tRaILERs

Director: Ari Gold
Country: USA
Duration: 1, 34s

Director: Marco Gallo
Country: Italia
Duration: 2,08

FINaLIsts
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aM I DIFFERENt, FROM WHO?  

PerfeCtion

sette PAssi

A girl tries to draw a very difficult job ...

This is the story of Said, a 16-year-old from Egypt who just 
arrived in Rome. The meeting with Mourad Cambiera ‘his 
life: “sometimes to operate the good serves an extreme 

act violence”.

Director: Riccardo Di Gerlando
Country: Italia
Duration: 2,40s

Director: Matteo Graia
Country: Italia
Duration: 15m
RB Produzioni

FINaLIsts
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aM I DIFFERENt, FROM WHO?  

PioVe

P

Four African girls and a radiant rainy day.

To get rid of guilt, the “P” scientist transfers a traumatic 
memory to an android robot girl. While he is adopting the 
identity of P, P begins to forget himself.

Director: Ciro D’Emilio
Country: Italia
Duration: 7,28

Director: Marcus Hanisch
Country: Germania
Duration: 20m

FINaLIsts
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PeGGie

PiPinArA

Inspired by facts that really happened, the film deals with 
the theme of dementia as a chance to travel through time. 
A special gift from the protagonist, Peggie, who, moving 
from one room to another in her home, finds herself in a few 
moments, to cross different periods of her life. More than a 
time jump in a few meters, where the last one will lead her 
to a blind alley from which only a person apparently foreign 
to her can take her out and bring her back home. Like every 
day for at least ten years.

A group of young people from the Roman villages meet each 
day with boredom, squalor and misery. Used to living in a wor-
ld where there are no reference points like school or family, 
they make a living by stealing. Domenico, convinced by a 
friend of his, decides to prostitute himself, but at the decisive 
moment he can not give himself to the man, who his friends 
end up killing with punches and kicks. The man is Pier Paolo 
Pasolini. Revisitation of one of the most tragic pages of Italian 
crime, narrated, however, from the point of view of the mur-
derers, belonging to that very village that the intellectual had 
so loved and defended in his works.

Director: Rosario Capozzolo
Country: Italia
Duration: 9,42s
EleNfanT DistriButioN

Director: Ludovico Di Martino
Country: Italia
Duration: 14,15s
Distributore Premiere Film

FINaLIsts
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CHe fine HA fAtto L’inCiViLtÀ?

Guido is a disabled boy who is struck by the sudden ap-
pearance of a beautiful girl. But how can I talk to her? It is 
convinced that the only opportunity to know is to rely on the 
proverbial lack of Italian sensitivity to disability. Faced with 
an impediment, she will have to help him! And instead the 
city administration and the citizens are against him, flaunting 
vision and civic sense. Fortunately, incivility will come at the 
right time.

Director: Delio Colangelo
Country: Italia

Duration: 26, 56s 

FINaLIsts
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tHe PerfeCt GirL

The Perfect Girl ‘is a story of a little girl who lives with her single 
parent; his father, in a small part of Mumba - also known as 
the “City of Dreams”. They had created their own little world 
where they had everything they needed. Suffering from 
hearing and talking disabilities, this child was attracted to 
dance like any other normal child, but what made the child 
special was her imagination and she struggled to overcome 
the layer of her disability and learn how to dance. with the 
help of an available and careful dancer who makes her 
believe that all she needs is a dream.

Director: Nahahid Shah
Country: India
Duration: 14.12

Le sConfessioni 

Distribution  Joshua has committed a crime and knows that it is 
right to confiscate one’s sins. In church, to Father Finnegan, he 
reveals that he has killed the woman he loved trying to explain 
that “what you do for love always goes beyond good and 
evil”.

Director: Pasquale Cangiano
Country: Italia
Duration: 13’
Distribution associak Independent Distribution

FINaLIsts
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LA forZA DeLLe Donne

Gender diversity in areas of conflict and migration through 
an all-female look. A journey into the Middle East. 
From Lebanon to Iraqi Kurdistan to Mosul, assisted by ISIS.

Director: Marco Bova e Laura Apra
Country: Italia –Iraq
Duration: 10,49s

CAronte 

Caronte explains the story of Debbie, a teenager whose 
only concern is herself, social media, mobile and friends. He 
is rude to his family, especially his little brother. But after a 
dramatic car accident, she begins to regret the way she 
behaved with them. Unexpectedly, the story of Debbie is lin-
ked to that of Arsys, an experienced military and space pilot 
who tries to survive a huge space battle that takes place in 
other times ... another galaxy ... another universe.

Director: Luis Tinoco
Country: Spagna
Duration: 15m
Selected Film Distribution  

FINaLIsts
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fisoLofiA

CAni Di rAZZA

Nino has a strong existential crisis. It involves its two retired 
friends in a philosophical discussion at the bar. 

Amidst circuses, shamrocks and parrots ...

Having refused yet another request for funding, Giulio and 
Vincen- zo two screenwriters in their thirties decided to 
write an ad hoc short film to win the Nastro d’Oro. To pity 
the public Vincenzo, proposes as a protagonist his cousin 
Corradino a boy in a wheelchair, who can communicate 
only through a computerized voice. Corradino will accept 
but on one condition: he must also be the director of the 
opera. The two scriptwriters will also be obliged to include a 
well-known Italian actor in the cast who likes the “system”, 
as a fundamental piece to obtain the ministry’s funding. The 
work convinces critics and the public, winning the coveted 
prize. But the new director, against all fake goodness, will 
take advantage of it by tightening the two screenwriters to 
get out of the winners’ wagon

Director: Nicola Palmeri
Country: Italia
Duration: 16,25

Director: Riccardo Antonaroli, Matteo Nicoletta
Country: Italia
Duration: 20’
Premiere Distribution

FINaLIsts
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fAntAsiA

UsPeKH (sUCCess)

A country boy does not want to eat potatoes. He wants so-
mething more exotic.

How to wake up successfully one day? Your movements are 
precise, your eyes project trust, wear expensive clothes and 
an expensive watch, drive an elegant car. 

IS’ this the real success?

Director: Teemu Nikki
Country: Finlandia
Duration: 9,20s  
Distribution ZEN Movie

Director: Valentin Suntsov
Country: Russia
Duration: 8m

FINaLIsts
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Title Lenght Country Section Distribution 
The Song of Sway LakeU.S.A. 
Cani di razza Pedigree 
Perfection 
Sette passi (Seven Steps) 
Framed 
La Macchina Umana (The Human Machine) 
Rossotrevi-Due volte nella storia 
HO_ pe 02 
Peggie 
La Giornata (Day labor) 
Ailan 
Che fine ha fatto l’inciviltà? 
fiSOlofia 
Volti nell’ombra 
L’appuntamento 
Pastries 
Pipinara 
A friend in me 
The perfect girl 
IRony 
Da morire 
La barba 
La partita 
Le sconfessioni 
Fuecu e cirasi 
La forza delle donne 
La condanna dell’essere 
Piove 
Fantasia 
Bismhillah 
Caronte 
Uspekh (Success) 
Exodus 
P 
El niño y la noche 
What you call love? 
El atraco 
El audiofono 
Enfants Perdu 
Exciting life 

Ari Gold 
Riccardo Antonaroli- Matteo Nicoletta 
Riccardo Di Gerlando 
Matteo Graia 
Marco Jemolo 
Accademia Togliani- Simone Siragusano 
Marco Gallo 
Francesco Bruno Sorrentino Antonio Genovese 
Rosario Capozzolo 
Pippo Mezzapesa 
Jubrail Abubaker 
Delio Colangelo 
Nicola Palmeri 
Fabrizio Pastore 
Vito Cea 
Gianluca Manzetti 
Ludovico Dimartino 
Gianluca Manzetti 
Nahahid Shah 
Radheya Jegatheva 
Alfredo Mazzara 
Alfredo Mazzara 
Francesco Carnesecchi 
Pasquale Cangiano 
Romeo Conte 
Marco Bova- Laura Aprati 
Adriano Morelli 
Ciro D’Emilio 
Teemu Nikki 
Alessandro Grande 
Luis Tinoco 
Valentin Suntsov 
Jana Nedzvetkaya 
Marcus Hanisch 
Claudia Ruiz 
Firat Yavuz 
Alfonso Diaz 
Samuel Quiles Palop 
Ermanno Dantini 
Anna Yanovskaia 

1,34 
15 
2,4 
15 
7 
19,58 
2,08 
9,29 
9,42 
11 
4,32 
6,56 
16,25 
20 
20 
16 
14,15 
10 
14,12 
7,53 
11 
14 
18 
13 
15 
10,49 
9,54 
7,28 
10 
14,07 
15 
8 
9 
20 
12 
20 
10 
14 
16,15 
1,27 

Trailer 
Comics 
AIDFw 
AIDFw 
Animation 
Free Theme 
Trailer 
Animation 
AIDFw 
Free Theme 
Animation 
AIDFw 
Comics 
AIDFw 
Free Theme
Free Theme 
AIDFw 
Free Theme 
Free Theme 
Animazione 
Free Theme 
Free Theme 
Free Theme 
Free Theme 
Free Theme 
FT (Doc) 
Free Theme 
AIDFw 
Comics 
AIDFw 
Free Theme 
Comic 
Free Theme 
AIDFw 
Animation 
AIDFw 
FT- Comic 
FT-Comic 
Free Theme 
Trailer 

U.S.A 
Italy 
Italy 
Italy 
Italy 
Italy 
Italy 
Italy 
U.S.A 
Italy 
Iraq 
Italy 
Italy 
Italy 
Italy 
Italy 
Italy 
Italy 
Italy 
Australia 
Italy 
Italy 
Italy 
Italy 
Italy
Italy/Iraq 
Italy 
Italy 
Finland 
Italy 
Spain 
Russia 
Russia 
Germany 
Argentine 
Turkey 
Spain 
Spain 
Italy 
Russia 
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Special mention is given to Pasquale Cangiano for his strong 
message of social commitment, wisely conducted thanks to 
a direction that shows a mature professionalism in a versatile 
way.    

The special mention is given to Valentin Suntsov for the 
amusing script that manages to surprise the viewer at the 
end with the overturning of the point of view. An important 
message that in the end shows how much life has a 
thousand factions.

Le sconfessioni  
by Pasquale Cangiano 

Duration: 13’
Italy

Distribution 

Unspekh (Success) 
by Valentin Suntsov

Duration: 8m
Russia

sPECIaL MENtION
LaBORatORIO DEI sOGNI


